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Inflation is back. That much is obvious and has been discussed on more than a few occasions in this column.

I’ve also tried to map out in previous columns what type of assets it might make sense to hold if inflation is a real concern over

the next few years.

For the avoidance of all doubt, I think the chances of stagflation are low and that inflation will probably trend in the 2-5%

range for a year or even more, but then settle back to the recent average of below 3%.

I may well be wrong, but I remain unconvinced that we’ve seen such a huge reset in the structural factors pushing us into

deflation within some goods and services. As the great capitalist engine roars up again, supply will at some stage flood back

into key markets and price pressure will subside.  

Yet – to repeat – I may be wrong and if I am investors will be scrambling around for hedges against the prospect of stagflation

or much higher inflation.  
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Index-linked gilts would probably top most investors’ lists for a sensible, safe, secure hedge. But is that right – are ‘linkers’

really the hedge we think they are? One veteran portfolio manager and bond expert thinks not.  

Ian Williams is chairman and chief executive at Charteris Treasury Portfolio Managers, who I mentioned a few months ago in

relation to his equity income and precious metals funds. But in a previous life Williams was a very successful gilt trader with a

specialist involvement in inflation-, or index-linked gilts.

In his various funds it’s noticeable that index-linked strategies don’t figure despite his concerns that inflation might start to

pick up. What does he fear that the rest of us have missed?

The technicals behind linkers

First though, a few basics. The first index-linked gilts were actually first issued in 1982 and raised £1 billion for a bond

officially called the 2% index-linked treasury stock 1996, which had a positive real yield of 2%.

How are the yields and redemption sums calculated? If you go to the government’s Debt Management Office (DMO) website you

can see a very detailed explanation, but be warned, it’s horrendously complicated.

Here’s the key explainer: ‘Index-linked gilts pay semi-annual cashflows indexed to the Consumer Price Index [CPI].’

In practical terms this means that both the coupons and the principal are adjusted to take account of accrued inflation since the

gilt’s first issue date.

On this basis, you might assume that the only relationship you need to understand is that between the price of the linker, its

yield, and the inflation rate. Thus, if inflation rises, the yield and the redemption amount rise? But there’s another relationship

that also matters, namely the actual market relationships between conventional (non-index linked) gilts and linkers.  

Put simply, bond investors will only be tempted to buy index-linkers if they think they are being rewarded sufficiently

compared to other yield products. In essence, why would you buy a linker on a negative real yield if there were conventional

gilts that paid a positive real yield?

Some investors might choose to ignore that discrepancy in order to hold the ‘inflation insurance’ element but my guess is that

the vast majority of investors would simply sell the negative real-yielding linker bonds and buy instead the positive real-

yielding conventional gilts.
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What this means and the worst case scenario

This is exactly what Williams at Charteris maintains could happen. He reminds us that for the last 40 years of linkers’

existence, a large portion of that time (between a quarter and a third), index-linked gilts traded at positive real yields of 3% or

more, hitting around 5% just before the sell-off 1987.

These years of price data also give us some yardsticks by which to measure the likely relationship between conventional gilts

and linkers.

And there’s one other key variable that matters hugely. The price volatility of linkers is much greater than conventional gilts

which means that if real yields did move aggressively, you could reasonably expect linkers to move in an even more exaggerated

way.

Williams uses the example of a long-dated linker called the UK index-linked 0.125% 2068 gilt, which is currently trading at

around £283, implying a negative real yield of about 2%.

If inflation does start increasing, we would reasonably expect the real yields on conventional gilts to start moving up from

negative to positive. Williams plugs the key numbers into Bloomberg’s calculation engine to estimate the likely impact on

index-linkers.

So, if real yields on conventional gilts move to a flat 0%, the index-linked gilt comes down in price to £105, which would equate

to a 63% loss - remember, prices move inversely to yields. At plus 4%, a level last seen in the 1980s, the price crashes down to

£18, which would be a 94% wipeout.

So how likely is this?

My guess is that if real yields were at 4%, we’d be knee-deep in a stagflationary environment. Some investors might choose to

own linkers just as protection, even if they ignored the rates on offer elsewhere. This means that those prices might not fall

quite as sharply as the models suggest, but be under no illusions: if real yields on conventional bonds do shoot up, linkers could

crash in value.

Now you could argue that this is all alarmist stuff and that the chances of real yields shooting past 1% and then 3% are hugely

unlikely. Maybe, but the sheer level of government debt being issued is a marvel to behold. If the Bank of England starts to

taper back its bond-buying programme aggressively, that might turn the gilt market into a buyer’s market.



Investors might say that they need to be rewarded for the extra risk and that they want positive real yields. It might happen

and if that mindset takes control, there is also a possibility that investors might overreact and chase positive real yields even

higher. Unlikely I concede but not impossible.

The key observation that Williams makes here is that if conventional gilt yields did start moving closer to ‘say 6%’ (the long-

term 300-year average) and CPI moved up to say 3%, that would mean that the conventional gilt (just like the US 30-year

Treasury right now) would be on a positive real yield,’ he said.

‘That being so, index-linked gilts would also trade on a positive real yield, as in the US, as no one will buy a linker on a

negative real yield when the conventional gilt is on a positive real yield. That is why inflation per se is bearish for index-linked

gilts.’

Now, the usual caveats apply. Maybe this relationship will break down in the future. As I’ve said, I’m not convinced that real

rates will either emerge or rise that much. And the government’s DMO might move aggressively back into the market if they

felt that losses were snowballing.

But my point here is to challenge the easy orthodoxy that index-linked gilts are a straightforward inflation hedge. They are not.

I’ll leave you with one last troubling thought. This all might strike you as a tad academic as most private investors don’t own

lots of index-linked gilts. But be aware that linkers are a major part of many pension fund portfolios, and so a massive hit on

index-linked gilts could cause those existing pension deficits to wider even further.
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I've done well out of the linkers that I already have in my portfolio, but I am reluctant to buy any more owing to the negative yield, the question
being 'where is there for them to go from here except into reverse?' At the risk of being boring, it seems to me that they can have a place as part of a
broad-based portfolio that covers all the bases as far as possible. The question then is 'what proportion?' They shouldn't be considered in isolation.
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